
HWSF Grade 3 Home Learning Activities – Week 6 (May 18th-May 22nd) 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

 
 

Language 
Arts 

Make a word 
search with 
the names of 
your family 
and friends. 
Have them 
find all the 

names! 😊 

Go to Tumble  
Book Library 
and read a 
book online. 
Username: 
Grade3Library 
Password: 
Trial 

OR 
Read a book 
of your choice 
at home.  

Find your 
favourite toy. 
Make a diagram 
of it and label all 
of the parts. 
Explain your 
picture to a 
family member.  
 
 

Go to Tumble  
Book Library and 
read a book 
online. 
Username: 
Grade3Library 
Password: 
Trial 

OR 
Read a book of 
your choice at 
home. 

Make a list of 
all of the 
compound 
words you 
can think of.  
Ex: cup/cake 
Rain/bow 
Play/ground 
  

 
 

Math 

Make two 
word 
problems. One 
should have 
an answer of 
37 and the 
other should 
have an 
answer of 80.  
 

Ava had 30 
books. Maggie 
had 50 books. 
Two of 
Maggie’s 
books are lost. 
How many 
books do they 
have all 
together? 

Play Give the Dog 
a Bone at 
https://mathslink
s.net/links/give-
the-dog-a-bone 

Or 
 

Write each 
number in 

expanded form. 
Then write the 

number. 
 

three hundred 
fifty-six 

 
nine hundred ten 

 
four hundred two 

Write all of the 
even numbers up 
to 50. 
 
Remember that 
any number that 
ends with a 
0,2,4,6, or an 8 is 
even.  

Draw a 
picture to 
show how 

many 
hundreds, 
tens, and 

ones are in 
the following: 

 

543, 
67, 
658 
902, 222,  
777 

 

 
 

Science 

Draw an 
indoor 
treasure map 
inside of your 
house for your 
family to find 
things you 
have hidden. 

😊 Have fun!   

Make paper 
airplanes with 
a friend or 
sibling. 
Measure to 
see whose 
plane flies the 
farthest. What 
made that 
plane fly the 
best? 
 

Make a poster 
about your 
favourite animal. 
Include a picture, 
a diagram, and 
interesting facts 
about the animal.  

Find a vegetable 
or fruit and ask 
for help getting a 
seed out and 
cutting it in half. 
What does it look 
like inside and 
out? Draw what 
you see!  

Go online to 
SteveSpangle
rscience.com
Find a simple 
science 
experiment 
to do OR 
watch fun 
science 
videos!  
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Movement 
& Mindset 

Complete the 
warm up Mr. 
Kelly has you 
do at circle 
when you 
enter the gym. 
Let’s see if a 
sibling can do 
it with you! 
Can you do it 
twice or add a 
new move?  

Turn off all the 
lights in your 
room and read 
or colour with 
a flashlight!  

Play a game of 
hide and seek or 
tag outside with 
your family.  

Draw a circle on a 
piece of paper. 
Draw another 

circle that 
overlaps the first 

circle. Keep 
adding circles 

slowly and make 
sure they touch 
another circle. 

Use colours and 
make something 
beautiful to give 
to someone else!  

Draw a comic 
strip to show 
something 
funny that 
happened 
with you and 
a friend.  
 
 
 

 

Grade 3 Team  

Please feel free to share any of the work your child has done with us. Simply take a picture of them doing the activity or of the 

completed work and email it to us   

Mrs. Dempster – taryn.dempster@nbed.nb.ca  / Mrs. Donovan – megan.donovan@nbed.nb.ca  

Mrs. McGraw – martha.mcgraw@nbed.nb.ca 
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